RECEPTION CARD HOLDERS. Starting at $20 each. Simple wooden card “cubes” (white, black, ivory) — add a sash in your choice of fabric or ivory lace. Burlap for the rustic look. With chair cover rental $1. Without chair cover rental $1.25.

Drops, ornaments and garland. Hung from the ceiling, centerpieces, free estimate.

Various sized sparkling glass containers, candy scoops and risers with stands. A chair cover look for a little less cost. For round top chairs. Sashes are not needed (tie corners). Fits most chairs. Fits most cocktail tables.** Fits most 60” round. Fits most 72” round. Fits most 108” round.

TABLE LINENS. Starting at $50 each. Linen placement charges vary based on quantity and travel.

SASHES. Satin (12”x108”) Heavy, rich lustrous fabric without a bright sheen. Displays a touch of elegance to your wedding or special event. Fits most 12 to 14 foot long tables. Ships ground. Satin/Linen (12”x108”) A beautiful textured fabric with the look of linen but at a fraction of the cost. Fits most 12 foot long tables. Ships ground. Satin/Linen (7”x105”) Beautiful satin纳斯 for smaller tables or as napkins. Shown with chair cover rental $1. Without chair cover rental $1.25.

Lighting. Contact for pricing. We offer a wide array of choices, including chandeliers, branches (below), stems, wood branches, candles, handblown glass, vases (below), centerpieces, and accessories. Prices vary based on design and style. Please call for a free estimate.

Table linen rentals (60”x120”) Starting at $10 each. In stock: Crystal/Silver $10. Rustic $10. Includes 8-hour tealight. Regular cylinder, stemmed, bubble, flower pot, ceramic Zodiac vase (20”). Floral and Bud Vases; Fluted Bowls; Wine Glasses (12”-36” available in clear, black, & frosted); Brandy Snifters (various sizes); (12” - 36” available in clear, black, & frosted); Champagne Flutes (4”). (For a complete lighting list, please contact us for pricing.


Pew decor. Additional charges may apply. Crochet Doilies (round extra) $5. Cotton (9”x9”) $5. Cotton (12”x12”) $5.50. Satin (2”x10”) $3. Satin (3”x30”) $5. Satin (4”x45”) $5.50. Satin (6”x60”) $6.50. Satin (7”x72”) $7.

**All measurements of linens are approximate. Linen placement charges vary based on quantity and travel. *Linen placement charges vary based on quantity and travel. **Table linen rentals (60”x120”) Starting at $10 each. In stock: Crystal/Silver $10. Rustic $10. Includes 8-hour tealight. Regular cylinder, stemmed, bubble, flower pot, ceramic Zodiac vase (20”). Floral and Bud Vases; Fluted Bowls; Wine Glasses (12”-36” available in clear, black, & frosted); Brandy Snifters (various sizes); (12” - 36” available in clear, black, & frosted); Champagne Flutes (4”). (For a complete lighting list, please contact us for pricing.

**For a complete list of items available for rental, please contact us for pricing.

**Please visit our website, www.606decorating.com for color selection. Please note fabric and textile items are prices per item and not per surface area. Price and quantities subject to change. Rental inventory is a partial list of the rental items. To assist in creating the atmosphere you desire.

**Please call for sizing and pricing. The inventory grows daily. Rental inventory is a partial list of the rental items. To assist in creating the atmosphere you desire.

**Please call for sizing and pricing. The inventory grows daily.